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As Christmas approaches we thought that we would put some jewellery up. There are a couple of unique items here, a
Boulder bracelet for only $425, it is set in silver and a Boulder pendant set in silver, the jeweller is a guy who has won 3
gold medals at the Paralympics, he is French. I met him in a town where we went through lovely castle. He couldn't speak
a word of English and I could hardly speak a word of French but from my card he understood that I was an opal dealer and
he gave us a very special price on his work and he was very happy to have sold something to an Australian opal dealer, I
suppose he thought that we were recognising his lovely work. Take a close look at those.
There is another item here that should demand your attention, it's the pair of Mintubi Super Gem earrings set in 18k gold
with small diamonds for only $1,250. The opal is just magnificent, it comes out of $25,000/oz rough, one of the very best
parcels of rough ever mined at Mintubi.
The teardrop shape of the stones are beautiful, if you have a loved one that you want them to wear something of the best,
this is it.
There are four 14k inlay rings that are absolutely beautiful.
Don't go past the Mintubi on Sandstone pendant for only $345, there is a chain with it but the chain is probably not of a lot
of value but it would mean that it could be worn straight away.
I am sure there are going to be some of you that are going to fall in love with the Mosaic Boulder opals, as pendants they
are set in silver IMG_3767 is $350, IMG_3817 is only $225, they are huge opals already set for very little money. I am
sure that someone in your family would wear those with pride.
In our Offer there are numerous pendants made out of solid opal, the king pendant of course is the Mintubi pendant with a
bell cap 16cts only $1,800, it is double sided and will attract a lot of attention when worn. Of the regular solid pendants I
really like the $560 blue green set in 9ct gold, the chain is for show purposes only, it would be included in the sale but is
not really of any value other than being able to wear the pendant straight away.
If you like triplets the beautiful red, gold & green triplet pendant for only $330 set in 14k gold is beautiful.
There are some little studs there for young children and some very beautiful triplet earrings.
We have put in as wide a range as we can at the most reasonable prices and I am sure there is going to be something
there for you.
Merry Christmas
Regards
Murray
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$75 previously $125 IMG_4092 Cluster Ring 12 opals - not gold
$85 IMG_9793 Earrings pair 3mm round 9ct gold
$125 IMG_1700 Earrings solid opal studs blues, greens, reds 10ct gold
$125 IMG_1707 Earrings solid opal studs reds 10ct gold
$165 IMG_6589 Triplet Pendant 6589
$165 IMG_6583 Triplet Pendant 6583
$225 IMG_3817 Boulder Mosaic Blue Green Pendant 20mm x 40mm
$325 IMG_3763 Mosaic Blue Green Pendant set in sterling silver 20mm x 38mm
$330 IMG_9452 Pendant triplet 14k gold
$345 IMG000X Mintubi Pendant Silver 24x11mm 18" chain
$350 IMG_3767 Mosaic Teardrop Pendant set in sterling silver 30mm x 38mm
$360 IMG_2924 Opal Inlay 14ct Gold Ring Peridot size 6.5
$400 DSCN4315 Pendant VP9113 9ct gold
$425 IMG_8913 Doublet Earrings 14k gold
$425 IMG_4990 Boulder Bracelet silver setting hand made
$560 DSCN4301_2 Pendant VP9143 9ct
$600 DSCN4346_2 Pendant
$700 pair IMG_4340 Boulder opal earrings, set in sterling silver, most unusual
$750 IMG_1533 Rings inlay (2) 14ct gold sizes 6 & 6.5
$750 IMG_0188 Opal Inlay Ring 14ct gold size 6.5
$750 IMG_1734 Ring inlay 14ct gold size 6
$780 IMG_1300 Ring inlay 14ct gold size 6.5
$1,225 DSCN4304 Pendant 9K
$1,250 IMG_1580 Mintubi Super Gem Earrings 18k gold
$1,800 DSCN2508 Mintubi Pendant Bell Cap Gold 16cts
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Kind regards
Murray Willis
Murray@AustralianOpalMines.com
http://www.austopalmines.net.au
Ph 011 -618 -83324049 Fax 011- 618 - 83329631
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